ADDICRETE T
DESCRIPTION
ADDICRETE T is a safe additive designed to
control the release of salts from concrete products,
greatly increasing their market appeal and
durability. ADDICRETE T reacts with soluble salts
in the cement-aggregate matrix and prevents them
from migrating as soluble salts to the surfaces of
finished products. ADDICRETE T also acts as a
cement and colour dispersion agent in the concrete
wet mix as well as a water reducer.
APPLICATIONS
ADDICRETE T is used as an additive in the
manufacture of cement masonry products such as
concrete pavers, bricks and blocks. ADDICRETE T
can also be used as an additive for renders, floats
and premix concrete for slabs etc.
BENEFITS
 No unsightly chalking on finished products.
 Improved aesthetics, brighter, even colours.
 Improved structural integrity of products, better
strength and abrasion resistance.
 One product for colour and cement dispersion
and efflorescence control. No secondary
additives needed.
 Minimal cost per mix.
 Has the ability to reduce cement in mixes whilst
increasing strength and abrasion of finished
products.
PRODUCT USAGE
WET MIX PAVING
As a guide, 350 - 700 grams of ADDICRETE T is
added per 100kg of cement. Depending on
water/cement ratios and cement-aggregate ratios,
the ADDICRETE T quantity can be increased or
decreased depending on the amount of lubricity
required.
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DRY MIX PAVING
As a guide, 350 - 700 grams of ADDICRETE T is
added per 100kg of cement. Depending on watercement ratios and cement-aggregate ratios, the
ADDICRETE T quantity can be increased or
decreased depending on the amount of lubricity
required.
SAND FINISH RENDER
As a guide, 20-30 grams of ADDICRETE T is
added per 20kg bag cement based on a 1:4
cement/sand render. Half the normal water should
be added to the mix prior to adding ADDICRETE T.
Let mix, then add water to achieve the desired
slump.
SAND/CEMENT FLOATS
As a guide, 20-30 grams of ADDICRETE T is
added per 20kg of cement based on a 1:5-6
cement/sand render. Half the normal water should
be added to the mix prior to adding ADDICRETE T.
Let mix, then add water to achieve the desired
slump.
STORAGE
Store ADDICRETE T in sealed containers under
cover in a cool area away from foodstuffs.
CLEAN UP
Clean up ADDICRETE T with absorbent material
and dispose of according to state and federal laws.
PACK SIZES
ADDICRETE T is sold in packs of 18kg, 180kg and
900kg.
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ADDICRETE T
TRANSPORT
ADDICRETE T is not a hazardous product for
transport under the guidelines of WORKSAFE
AUSTRALIA.
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